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Abstract

The present study investigates the Thai quantifier ‘lǎay’ (หลาย) and its 
two major English lexical equivalents: ‘several’ and ‘many’, using data 
from an English-Thai parallel corpus, the Thai and British National Corpora. 
An examination of the parallel corpus reveals that the quantifier ‘lǎay’ 
has a broad semantic property as it can express meanings related to 
small, medium and large quantities or just the plurality of entities. This 
provides support to an observation that the word can pose problems for 
Thai EFL learners, translators and interpreters when expressing the 
concept of ‘lǎay’ in English. Based on the parallel corpus, two English 
quantity words that denote different scales of quantity, ‘many’ and 
‘several’, were found to be among the most common lexical equivalents 
of ‘lǎay’. Further comparative investigation was conducted on the Thai 
and British National Corpora. It is found that ‘lǎay’ and its two common 
equivalents have overlapping and different co-occurrence patterns, 
illustrating their lexical equivalent status and distinct usage profiles at 
the same time. Differences between the two English equivalents were 
then focused on so that empirical evidence of usage patterns of the two 
most common English lexical equivalents of ‘lǎay’ can be obtained. 
Findings from the study provide an insight into phraseological patterns 
and pragmatic-discourse functions associated with the English equivalents, 
which Thai speakers of English can make use of as a possible framework 
for their decision making when translating ‘lǎay’ into English. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present study originated from my personal observation when teaching translating Thai 
into English that the Thai quantifier lǎay can be translated into a number of English words, 
e.g., many, several, a few, numerous, multiple and varied. These words are also presented as 
equivalents of the Thai word lǎay in English-Thai and Thai-English dictionaries (e.g., Iamworrameth, 
1995; Karnden & Wannapok, 2009; Tiangburanatham, 2008, 1995). More importantly, some 
of these equivalents can be considered as contradictory in their denotation of scales of quantity. 
For instance, many is considered a ‘mutal’ quantifier denoting a large number (Biber et al., 
1999; Quirk et al., 1985) whereas several is considered a ‘paucal’ (Quirk et al., 1985) or ‘low-
magnitude’ quantifier (Moxey & Sanford, 2000) that denotes a small number. Biber et al. (1999) 
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put several in the same group as some since they are treated as expressing a moderate quantity. 
Huddleston and Pullam (2002) compare several with a few, while Dichtel (2016) compares 
many with a lot of as each pair are considered to be more or less synonymous. These grammatical 
and semantic accounts suggest that expressing the concept of lǎay in English can be particularly 
challenging to Thai EFL learners, teachers, translators and interpreters; there are various 
equivalents of lǎay, as recorded in dictionaries, and choosing a particular word instead of other 
possible words, say many instead of several, can give a different representation of the state 
of affairs under discussion, as suggested by the semantic differentiation among English quantity 
words argued in the above references.  

The present study therefore seeks to systematically examine lexical equivalents of lǎay that 
Thai speakers of English can resort to when dealing with the Thai quantifier, using a corpus 
linguistic approach. The following research questions are asked: 

 1. What are common English equivalents of lǎay?
 2. To what extent and in what ways are lǎay and its common English equivalents similar  
      and different phraseologically?   

The first question addresses the quantitative aspect of the study. Although a number of English 
equivalents of lǎay have been given, as demonstrated above, it seems that there has been no 
reliable information about common equivalents of the word, which can suggest its tendency 
towards particular meaning associations in English. The second research question focuses on 
the qualitative aspect of linguistic description, specifically on similar and different ways in 
which common English equivalents of lǎay are used. Knowledge of these can enhance naturalness 
in translation and help Thai speakers of English opt for an appropriate equivalent of lǎay in 
their communicative context. These two research questions reflect a corpus linguistic approach 
to lexical items, in which frequency and recurrent patterns of words used in authentic texts 
are the main interest and qualitative descriptions of lexical items are formulated on the basis 
of their usage as evidenced by their observable frequencies and co-occurrence patterns, all 
of which are inseparable.      

The article is organized as follows. An overview of quantity expressions is first given, followed 
by a methodology section which describes the data utilized and analytical approaches taken 
to the words under study. Subsequently, results are reported and discussed before concluding 
remarks are given. 

QUANTITY EXPRESSIONS

Quantity expressions, especially quantifiers, have been studied extensively and from various 
perspectives (see, e.g., Badia, 2009; Carden, 1976; Hogg, 1977; Keenan & Paperno, 2012). 
From a grammatical perspective, quantifiers have often been described in terms of their 
grammatical properties, focusing on the countability of the nouns that are quantified (see, 
e.g., Quirk et al., 1985). In semantics, studies on quantity expressions look at varied phenomena, 
e.g., correspondence of quantified expressions to logical forms, ambiguity of propositional 
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representations of quantity and domain restrictions that assist in evaluation of the truth of 
the quantity representation (see, e.g., Jaszczolt, 2002). It has been argued, however, that there 
is a need to incorporate both semantic and pragmatic perspectives on expressions of quantity. 
This is because, for example, constituents of quantity representation can be “epistemically 
determined by the audience in the context” (Bach, 2000, p. 271 cited in Jaszczolt, 2002, p. 94). 
The focus on contextual factors is in line with Moxey and Sanford’s (2000) psycholinguistic 
experiment, which argues that even numerical expressions, which are both accurate and 
mathematically precise regarding an amount of something, can give rise to different meanings 
depending on the context. Moxey and Sanford (2000) illustrate this with the following examples: 
‘contains 2% fat’, ‘contains only 2% fat’ and ‘98% fat free’. These different expressions of 
quantity are found to have different impacts on interpretation. If this is true for numerical 
expressions, it is surely even more the case for quantity words that express an inherently vague 
enumeration like lǎay. 

A pragmatic perspective on quantity expressions centres on the concept of vagueness. 
Communication of quantity in discourse is achieved mainly through numbers and non-numerical 
(or verbal) expressions, such as quantifiers and approximators. It has often been assumed that 
the verbal expressions of quantity are less precise, serving to make descriptive statements 
vague. This vagueness, however, has been argued to be “purposive vagueness” (Powell 1985) 
because the choice of quantifiers instead of numbers actually serves certain communicative 
functions (see, e.g., Altenberg, 1990; Channell, 1990; Drave, 2002; Swales, 1990). For example, 
paucal quantifiers are observed to be used for mitigation and to help avoid categorical statements. 
They are frequently classified as hedges or downtoners (Ruzaitè, 2009). Moreover, Moxey and 
Sanford’s (1993) psycholinguistic study shows that passages seem to be easier to recall when 
natural language expressions are used instead of numbers. Finally, Powell (1985) argues that 
the meaning of quantifiers usually encodes some evaluative content concerning the significance 
of a quantity, which would be lost if a precise expression was used instead. Quantifiers are 
thus a linguistic device for speakers to convey a judgement with respect to the significance of 
the quantity, or to confer salience upon a judgment of quantity. This position is shared by 
Dubois (1987), which looks at scientific presentation papers and slides, where precision is 
highly expected – and yet quantifiers are found to be quite common. Dubois argues that 
quantifiers perform a major rhetorical function in the presentation and popularisation of 
scientific experiments. Imprecision arising from the use of quantifiers helps to foreground 
other, more precise quantities which the experimenter considers important. This is observed 
when authors present background information to their studies, when they cite theories, they 
believe are erroneous, and when they make estimates from previous research – while making 
precise statements on their own studies by using numbers. Dubois therefore suggests that 
quantifiers should be added to a list of modality expressions, as they are used to express one’s 
views on the importance of states of affairs. Nevertheless, it has also been argued that not all 
quantifying expressions have an evaluative dimension; a few, many, a large number and                         
a great deal are evaluative, whereas some is neutral (Powell, 1985). This discourse-pragmatic 
aspect of quantity words will also be explored in the present study from a corpus linguistic 
perspective, focusing on the pattern – meaning/ function relationship (see, e.g., Partington 
1998, Tognini-Bonelli, 2001).  
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While quantity expressions have been approached from various perspectives, there have been 
few cross-linguistic studies of quantity expressions (Ruzaitè, 2009). Most studies on quantity 
expressions focus on those in particular languages, including Modern Hebrew, Italian, Japanese 
and Taiwan Mandarin (cf. Keenan & Paperno, 2012). Quantifiers in Thai have scarcely been 
studied. The existing work on Thai quantity words addresses the questions of their word classes, 
e.g., whether they are quantifiers or adjectives, their semantic classification and particularly 
their syntactic ordering (see, e.g., Deephuengton, 1992; Indrambaya, 2011; Prasithrathsint, 
2010; Stein, 1981; Savetamalaya, 1989). For instance, it has been shown that, in Thai, different 
quantifiers can co-occur to quantify a noun or noun phrase, and that there seems to be a 
systematic order of quantifiers when different ones are used to qualify a single noun or noun 
phrase. The wrong order of quantifiers can result in unacceptability of a sentence (Indrambarya, 
2011). 

With respect to the semantics of Thai quantifiers, it has been discussed mainly in connection 
with the syntactic ordering of Thai quantifiers, i.e., the ordering of co-occurring quantifiers is 
argued to be tied to semantic types of the quantifiers.  Indrambarya (2011,  p. 56) proposes 
that Thai quantifiers can be semantically classified into five groups: (1) one quantifiers, which 
denotes the meaning concerning ‘one’ or ‘each’, e.g., tɛ̀ɛláʔ ‘each’; (2) incomplete quantifiers, 
which express quantities that are more or less than expected, e.g., ʔìik ‘more’ and khɛɛ̂ ‘just’; 
(3) estimated quantifiers, which conveys estimated number, e.g., raaw ‘approximate’; (4) near-
complete quantifiers, which suggest the speaker’s perception of the quantity toward the full 
amount, e.g., tʃɪ̀at ‘almost’; (5) excessive quantifiers, which indicate that the referred quantities 
exceed the full amount, e.g., kwàa ‘over’.  The word lǎay is mentioned only in passing as a 
member in the estimated quantifier group. Interestingly, unlike what is presented in bilingual 
dictionaries, Indrambarya (2011) assigns a few as an equivalent to lǎay while several to the 
reiteration of lǎay, i.e., lǎaylǎay, which can be used as a quantifier in Thai (Note that, as 
mentioned above, several and a few are regarded as comparable by Huddleston and Pullam 
(2002)). This suggests that, approached from an introspection-based perspective, lǎay is a 
highly vague quantity word with meaning complexity, since it can convey differing scales of 
quantity in Thai. This can pose difficulty for Thai speakers who want to express ideas involving 
quantity in English. The present study, therefore, seeks to investigate meanings and uses of 
lǎay empirically and its common English equivalents, using a corpus-based approach. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The data used in the present study come from three corpora: 

       (1) the English-Thai Parallel Concordance (henceforth ETPC) (Aroonmanakul, 2009), which 
             can be accessed from http://www.arts.chula.ac.th/~ling/ParaConc/, 
       (2) the British National Corpus (BNC), available at https://cqpweb.lancs.ac.uk/bncxmlweb/
       (3) the Thai National Corpus (TNC), accessible from https://cqpweb.lancs.ac.uk/tncv1/. 

ETPC was used to answer the first research question, i.e., to discover common translation 
equivalents of lǎay. Data contained by the concordancer are a variety of English source texts 
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and their Thai translations. This means that retrieved entries of lǎay are translations of various 
English words, rather than the other way round. It cannot be denied that the given data does 
not directly reflect an interest in Thai-English translation taken in the present study. However, 
given that availability of comparative Thai-English data is limited, that the focus of present 
study is on lexical equivalents and that the concordancer contains a variety of texts and text 
types, with 377,053 parallel sentences, the ETPC makes it possible to retrieve English expressions 
regarded by professional translators as equivalent to lǎay in the context of translation. In other 
words, it can be used to explore what English words prompt the use of lǎay as their equivalent.

After common translation equivalents of lǎay were retrieved, some of the most frequent items 
were selected to be studied in terms of their phraseological patterns, meanings and discourse 
functions to explain why they might be appropriate for the translation of lǎay. Because the 
ETPC shows only parallel sentences in source texts and translated texts, it cannot provide 
thorough usage-based information for qualitative analysis and hence the BNC and TNC were 
consulted to answer research question 2. The BNC and TNC data were accessed via the CQPweb 
(Hardie 2012), a web-based corpus analysis system that combines ease of use, power in corpus 
analysis software, flexibility and compatibility with any corpus. The corpus analytical functions 
available on the CQPweb are, for instance, frequency lists, distribution tables, collocations, 
concordancing and keywords. It should be noted that the TNC, whose development is in 
progress, is designed to be comparable to the hundred-million-word BNC (Aroonmanakul, 
2007). However, at the moment, it has reached the size of 32 million words, consisting of 
written texts; there is no transcribed spoken data, and speech is represented only secondarily 
within written texts, e.g., interviews presented in magazines. For the purpose of the present 
study, automatic collocation extraction and concordance line analysis were conducted to 
formulate qualitative descriptions of patterns, meanings and functions of the quantity words. 

The qualitative analysis was conducted in two major steps. First, a comparative analysis of lǎay 
and its most common English lexical equivalents was carried out, focusing on their statistically 
significant collocates, which allow us to see patterns of word uses that in turn point to their 
overlapping and different meaning associations when used in communication. Then, differences 
between the two English equivalents were focused upon, with particular attention to their 
discourse-pragmatic functions as evident across concordance lines. Because different 
methodologies, i.e., frequency information, automatic collocation extraction and concordance 
lines, were adopted to answer the research questions, for the sake of clarity, how each of the 
descriptive tools was employed in the study will be described when results are reported and 
discussed in corresponding sub-sections.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section reports on and discusses findings from analysis of (1) frequency information of 
English equivalents of lǎay and (2) collocations and discourse-pragmatic functions of lǎay and 
its two common English lexical equivalents, respectively.   
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1. Common translation equivalents of lǎay 

A total of 200 concordance lines that contain lǎay as a quantifier in ETPC were studied. Table 
1 below presents common English expressions and linguistic categories that prompt the use 
of the quantifier lǎay in Thai translations. 

Table 1
English equivalents of lǎay in ETPC

  

Based on the table above, it can be seen that various English quantifiers and noun phrases 
that denote quantity lead to the use of lǎay. First, English quantity expressions that denote a 
large number or variety are frequently translated into lǎay, as can be seen by the highest 
frequency of many, such formulaic expressions as a lot/lots/loads of, a series/variety of, 
adjectives, such as different, numerous and multiple, and adverbs like often, one and another, 
and repeatedly. However, it is interesting that those that are generally seen as indicating a 
small and moderate quantity are also expressed as lǎay in Thai translations, e.g., a couple, 
several and some. Furthermore, English plural nouns and numerals that do not suggest a large 
or small quantity are also often translated into lǎay; the use of plural nouns without quantifiers 
is the second most common equivalent, joined by plural numerals, e.g., tens, hundreds and 
thousands, which comes fourth on the list. Examples of the different kinds of equivalents from 
the parallel corpus are given below. 

 (a) I have been coding for a couple of years. 
       ฉัันได้้ฝึึกเขีียนโค้้ด้มาหลายปีีแล้ว
       chǎn dâay fɯ̀k khiǎn khóot maa lǎay pii lɛɛ́w
 (b) The introduction of Buddhism and its subsequent acceptance by the Japanese court  
       resulted in the submergence of Shinto, the native religion, for many years.
     การนำาพระพุทธศาสนาเข้ีาไปีส่�ปีระเทศญีี่�ปุี�นและการที�ราชสำานักญีี่�ปุี�นยอมรับนับถืือพระพุทธศาสนา ได้้มีผลทำาให้ชินโตซ่ึ่�งเป็ีน
       ศาสนาพื�นเมืองตกอับไปีเป็ีนเวลาหลายปีี
       kaan nam phrá phút tháʔ sàat sa nǎa khâw pay sùu pra thêet yiî pùn lɛʔ́ kaan thiî  
       râat chá sǎm nák yiî pùn yɔɔm ráp náp thɯ̌ɯ phrá phút tháʔ sàat sa nǎa dâay mii  
       phǒn tham hây chin too sɯ̂ŋ pen sàat sa nǎa phɯ́ɯn mɯaŋ tòk ʔàp pay pen wee  
       laa lǎay pii
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 (c) It’s been years since I’ve seen you! 
       เป็ีนเวลาหลายปีีแล้วตั�งแต�ที�ฉัันได้้เจอคุ้ณ!
       pen wee laa lǎay pii lɛɛ́w tâŋ tɛ̀ɛ thiî chǎn dâay cəə khun !

All these suggest that the Thai quantity word lǎay has a broad meaning association, capable 
of expressing both mere plurality and different scales of quantity, with a slight tendency towards 
a large quantity. This in turn points to challenges in translating it into English. 
 
Nevertheless, on the basis of the above frequency information, it seems that the three most 
common equivalents in Table 1, whose frequencies are over 10% and altogether account for 
over 70% of occurrences of lǎay, can be particularly useful options for Thai EFL learners, 
translators and interpreters. The problem, however, is that they denote different concepts of 
quantities. The less problematic case seems to be the use of plural nouns without any quantifiers 
as they serve to generalize entities or simply suggest the plurality of entities involved, and 
hence the question of how much/many is not a major concern. This can be illustrated by the 
examples below.

 (d) There are worse things in the world than being a Scarecrow. 
       ในโลกนี�มีหลายสิ�งที�แย�กว�าการเป็ีนหุ�นไล�กา
       nay lôok nií mii lǎay siŋ̀ thiî yɛɛ̂ kwàa kaan pen hùn lây kaa
 (e) It used to take months to reach the Antarctic. 
       มันต้องใช้เวลาหลายเดิ้นกว�าจะถ่ืงทวีปีแอนตาร์กติก
       man tɔŋ̂ cháy wee laa lǎay dəən kwàa càʔ thɯ̌ŋ thá wiîp ʔɛɛn tàak tìk
 (f) Her jeans have holes in them. 
       กางเกงยนีส์ขีองเธอมีร่หลายร่บนนั�น
       kaaŋ keeŋ yiin khɔɔ̌ŋ thəə mii ruu lǎay ruu bon nán

On the other hand, the two common lexical equivalents, many and several, can pose problems 
among Thai speakers of English because, as noted earlier, many is in the mutal group of 
quantifiers while several in the paucal group. How can we know, then, when to use many or 
several when translating lǎay into English? This is a question to be explored in the next section.    

2. Patterns and functions of lǎay, many and several

Following the quantitative information in 1, in this section, collocational patterns of lǎay, many 
and several were first investigated via the TNC and BNC to further our understanding of their 
lexical equivalent status from a qualitative perspective. As will be shown, there are overlapping 
and different co-occurrence patterns among the three words. Because of this, differences 
between the two English equivalents are further pursued in terms of their discourse functions, 
as can be inferred from the observed patterns in concordance lines. 

2.1 Collocational patterns of lǎay, many and several

Automatic extraction of statistically significant collocates of the three words under study was 
employed and the collocates were ranked by Log Ratio values (Hardie, forthcoming). According 
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to the CQPweb, the Log Ratio statistic measures how big the difference is between the (relative) 
frequency of the collocate alongside the node, and its (relative) frequency in the rest of the 
corpus. In this way, the Log Ratio statistics is very similar to the Mutual Information measure, 
which is one of the commonly used collocational measures, in that both measure effect size. 
However, Log Ratio is combined with a statistical significance filter, i.e., Log Likelihood. This 
means that collocates extracted via the CQPweb are included in the list if they are significant 
at the 5% level (p < 0.05). 

The thresholds set for the extraction were as follows: a minimum frequency of the collocates 
to occur is 20, with a Log Ratio of at least 3. If a word occurs in less than 10 texts, it was excluded 
from the analysis. The default collocational span used on the CQPweb was opted for, i.e., three 
words to the left and right of the search word. Table 2 below demonstrates collocates of the 
three quantity words extracted on the basis of these criteria.   

Table 2
Statistically significant collocates of lǎay, many and several
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Based on the threshold above, 30 collocates of lǎay have been yielded. On the other hand, 
the number of collocates of several and many are far more than 30, both having 82 collocates 
in total. The unequal number of collocates of lǎay and its English equivalents under the same 
criteria is due to the size of the two corpora. BNC is much bigger, so more collocates pass the 
significant test and are included on the list. At the same time, it also indicates that the minimum 
setting at 20 excludes more words in the TNC than the BNC, due to the size of the corpora. For 
a comparative purpose, the analysis in this section focuses on the top 30 collocates of the 
three words in question, although some of those below the top 30 ranking in the collocational 
lists of many and several will also be taken into account where relevant, since they also pass 
the significance test. 

While reference grammars and textbooks often discuss differences among quantity words in 
terms of their scales and the countability of the nouns they quantify, the collocational approach 
to these words reveals that uses of quantity expressions can be compared and contrasted in 
terms of collocates and semantic preference patterns as well. According to Table 3 below, some 
collocates are shared by all three quantity words, i.e., occasions, times and respects. On the 
one hand, these collocates show how much the three words can overlap, despite differences 
in languages and basic semantics. On the other hand, they are problematic for purposes of 
differentiating many from several, and both from lǎay. 

Apart from similarities shared by individual collocates, a number of collocates of the three 
quantity words can be seen as having semantic connections. Table 3 below presents the 
collocates of each word in different semantic groups. Within each group, collocates are ordered 
by their Log Ratio scores.  

Table 3
Semantic groups of collocates of several, lǎay and many
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Beyond individual collocates, the three words have in common four semantic groups of 
collocates: (1) Occasions when something happens, (2) Numbers, (3) Generalized referential 
expressions, and (4) Concrete entities and classifier nouns. But even here, a look at the collocates 
within each group sheds light on slight differences among the three words. A case in point is 
the ‘Number’ group, in which only the word thousands is among the top 30 collocates of many, 
although its full collocate list also includes millions (LR 3.494/No. 33), hundreds (LR 3.159/No. 
59), and tens (LR 3.048/No. 70). On the other hand, the top 30 collocates of several and lǎay 
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include more and varied numbers in the top 30 list, ranging from dozen to billion. This difference 
distinguishes many from several and lǎay; the latter two words are used to quantify numerical 
expressions more prominently than many, probably because many explicitly denotes a large 
number. In this regard, the use of lǎay can be seen as relatively closer to that of several.  

Apart from the semantic preferences shared by all three words, a number of notional groups 
of collocates are shared by lǎay and either several or many. First, lǎay and several share two 
groups of collocates: ‘Measurement’ and ‘Duration’; these groups do not appear among the 
top 30 collocates of many. With respect to the ‘Measurement’ group, lǎay and several are 
very closely similar. None of the significant collocates of many, even those below the top 30, 
denote this concept. We may thus posit that both lǎay and several have specific functions in 
quantifying measurement. Moreover, for both words, these ‘Measurement’ collocates occur 
in two similar major phraseological constructions: (1) lǎay/several + measurement word (e.g., 
kilometres) and (2) lǎay/several + number (e.g., dozen/hundred/thousand) + measurement 
word. For both lǎay and several, the former phrasing occurs more frequently than the latter. 

With regards to the ‘Duration’ group, the similarity between lǎay and several is not as clear. 
While this is the largest grouping of the top 30 collocates of several, no words in this group 
are among the top 30 collocates of many, and only two appear on its full list of 82 collocates: 
centuries (3.364/No. 41) and years (3.262/No. 49). It can therefore be stated that ‘Duration’ 
is another distinctive semantic preference of several, when compared with many. However, 
while the time collocates of several include weeks, hours and months, only terms denoting a 
particularly long duration, i.e., ช่ั่�วคน chûa khon (generations), พ่ันปีี phan pii (thousand years) are 
significant collocates of lǎay. Intuitively, lǎay can also be used with nouns referring to shorter 
times – but such combinations do not turn up as statistically significant in the TNC, based on 
the criteria for collocation used in this study. In this case, the collocational profile of lǎay related 
to its function to quantify time duration can be seen as similar to both several and many, 
though in different ways; lǎay seems close to several in that both collocate in particular with 
words related to time and duration but the statistically distinctive use of lǎay to quantify time, 
like many, is particularly oriented towards long time periods, rather than also frequently 
occurring alongside time units of more modest magnitude, like several. 

With regards to lǎay and many, the ‘Variety’ group displays a similarity shared by both words. 
The collocation between lǎay and làak forms idiomatic expressions in Thai, làak lǎay and lǎay 
làak, both of which express meanings about ‘Variety’; this is equivalent to the collocate varied 
of many, as in: “Despite many and varied flurries of activity in the first 40 minutes, Arsenal 
seemed reasonably secure if not inspired” (A8N). This collocational finding corresponds to 
Dichtel (2016), which uses corpus data to examine differences between the synonyms many 
and a lot of and has found that the former is different from the latter because its use highlights 
the concept of variety in particular. In this regard, lǎay and many are similar in that they are 
part of the unit of meaning (cf. Sinclair 1999) expressing the idea that something exists both 
in a large quantity and variety. Actually, several also has a collocate related to variety, i.e., 
different, but it occurs at No. 78 out of 82 on the list, with the Log Ratio value of 3.051. In other 
words, this collocational pattern and associated function is not prominent for several as it is 
for many and lǎay. 
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The remaining collocational groups are idiosyncratic for each word under study. First, the 
largest group of collocates on the top 30 list of many deals with ‘People’ in terms of their 
profession, specialization or interests. Intuitively, we might expect such nouns to collocate 
with any quantifier, but they occur significantly with many and not with several.  Even further 
down the list, only three people nouns are found for several: authors (3.623/No. 39), witnesses 
(3.543/No. 46) and females (3.446/No. 48). Interestingly, people nouns do not occur as a 
significant collocate of lǎay in the present study, even though, intuitively, it seems to be used 
very often to quantify people nouns in Thai, such as lǎay khon. One of the reasons for this is 
related to the choice of the statistical measure adopted here. With the Log Ratio, the common 
people noun in Thai, khon, which can be used as a general noun and noun classifier, do not 
pass the statistical-significance filter on the CQPweb. In other words, the difference between 
the relative frequency of khon alongside lǎay and that of khon in the rest of the corpus is not 
big enough to be significant as a distinctive collocate of lǎay. We can thus say that on the basis 
of statistical measurement of collocation strength and significance test, many has a distinctive 
semantic preference for people nouns while several and lǎay do not.  

Lǎay also has its distinctive semantic preference patterns. The ‘Quantity’ collocates can be 
regarded as a dominant semantic preference that distinguishes lǎay from its two English 
equivalents. The collocational extraction here suggests that the Thai quantifier is significantly 
used in collocation with other Thai quantifiers, including with the word lǎay itself. This hints 
at its broad semantic associations as observed earlier. In context, however, it can be observed 
that co-occurrences between lǎay and the ‘Quantity’ collocates, constituting formulaic quantity 
expressions in Thai, are often used for emphatic or intensifying purposes, as illustrated in this 
example:

 โด้ยใช้ชีวิตเข้ีาแลกหลายค้รั�งหลายหนอย�างกล้าหาญี่และอด้ทน
 dooy cháy chii wit́ khâw lɛɛ̂k lǎay khráŋ lǎay hǒn yàaŋ klâa hǎan lɛʔ́ ʔòt thon
 ‘He used his life in exchange [for his country] several/ many times, bravely and patiently.’ 

Here, the word lǎay is repeated in the formulaic expression lǎay khráŋ lǎay hǒn, wherein khráŋ 
and hǒn are synonymous, meaning ‘times’. In turn, this points to a tendency of lǎay to be 
reiterated and used idiomatically for an intensifying purpose, a pragmatic potential close to 
many. 

Apart from the collocates concerning ‘Quantity’, another collocational group that is characteristic 
of lǎay only is that which consists of three words related to the concept of ethnicity: phàw 
phan (ethnicity), châat tìʔ phan (species or ethnic groups) and chɯ́a châat (races). It is not 
clear why these three words, which are very closely related, are top 30 collocates of lǎay in 
the TNC, as they are relatively topic-specific. An overall interpretation could be given, i.e., that 
Thai discourse on ethnicity tends to feature the concepts of plurality and variety to a significant 
level. The multi-meaning lǎay, therefore, collocates significantly with these words.

Finally, the absence of the ‘Actions and Events’ collocational group can be seen as another 
difference between lǎay and its two common English equivalents. This is probably because 
the nouns denoting actions and events can be quantified in English but not in Thai, in which 
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the word khráŋ, meaning ‘times’, is quantified through lǎay instead.   

In sum, then, it seems that the collocational patterns of lǎay seem to overlap with those of 
both several and many in different ways. This corresponds to the quantitative findings gained 
from the ETPC in Section 1 that many and several are among the most common lexical equivalents 
of lǎay: there are some collocates and four semantic preferences that are shared by all three 
words; lǎay and several share semantic preferences for ‘Time duration’ and ‘Measurement’ 
in particular while lǎay shares the semantic preference related to ‘Variety’ with many. At the 
same time, the comparative cross-linguistic collocational analysis has shown co-occurrence 
patterns that might furnish usage evidence on the distinction between the two English 
equivalents of lǎay, which has generally been dealt with in terms of perception of scale. On 
the basis of statistical measurement of collocation strength and significance test here, many 
has a distinctive semantic preference for variety and people nouns while several for time 
duration and measurement. 

That said, it would be risky to treat the differences in semantic preference as an absolute 
differentiation between the two English equivalents to identify usage similarities between 
either of them and lǎay. This is because time and people nouns are common general nouns 
in English that can be quantified by both these quantity words (and others too, of course). 
There is evidence, for example, of many years (30 tokens per million words), several people 
(2.3 tokens per million words) and lǎay khon (142.23 tokens per million words). Rather, we 
should interpret the ‘preferred’ patterns as a signal of these English quantity words’ tendency 
to be used for particular communicative purposes in discourse, a point that can benefit Thai 
speakers of English when expressing the concept of lǎay in communication. This is discussed 
in detail in Section 2.2 below.

2.2 Discourse-pragmatic functions of many and several

To explore an observation based on collocational analysis above and further an insight into 
uses of many and several as possible equivalents of lǎay, in this section, three phraseological 
patterns are examined via concordance analysis as case studies of discourse functions of the 
two English quantifiers: (a) several + time duration nouns (b) many + people nouns and (c) 
several times vs. many times. Patterns (a) and (b) were studied because they are idiosyncratic 
semantic preference patterns of several and many, respectively, and hence it will be useful to 
see why the two quantifiers are remarkably used in collocation with the different semantic 
domains even though they seem intuitively possible for quantifying both time and people 
nouns. As for pattern (c), because both quantity words are used significantly with the noun 
times, comparing their collocation with the same word will shed light on their differing discourse-
pragmatic functions in communication. 

(a) several + time duration nouns

Upon an examination of concordance lines for the collocation between several and significant 
collocates in the ‘Duration’ group, it is found that the phrase mainly serves to provide vague 
temporal background information for states of affairs. As noted by text-linguistic and discourse 
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analysis scholars (cf. e.g., Gavins, 2007), time expressions are essential text-world building 
elements that provide deictic cues for readers/speakers to connect themselves with the text 
and discourse at hand. The quantifier several therefore constructs a moderate timeline of 
actions/events under discussion, as illustrated below. 

 The releases mark the first improvement in the human rights situation in Malawi for 
              several years. (A0361)
 We spent several days in the Egyptian museum. (FEM427) 

(b) many + people nouns

A look at the concordance lines of the collocations between many and significant people noun 
collocates (see Table 3) reveals that the collocational pattern tends to be followed by cognition 
and speech verb phrases, as illustrated by Figure 1 below. This helps enhance the significance 
of the presented views and reactions, expressing that they are not simply the opinions of one 
or a few experts but rather are supported by a large number of them. Many therefore serves 
to construct an authoritative voice in the discourse since a vague reference to a large number 
of people who support some asserted view can raise the perceived validity or reliability of the 
asserted views, without the speaker or writer having to commit to the truthfulness of any 
exact number.  

Figure 1 Sample concordance lines of the phraseology of many + ‘specialist’ nouns

The people noun collocates with embedded meanings related to time and countries like 
contemporaries and Englishmen (see Table 3) are found to co-occur noticeably, though not 
always immediately adjacent to, with lexical signals of comparison and contrast (12 out of 31, 
or 38.71 per cent), e.g., as, unlike, more, while and though, suggesting that this group of people 
noun collocates is involved in comparative discourse, usually between different groups of 
people in the context of time or place. The use of many in this case helps to highlight a point 
of comparison or contrast, for it shows that the observed correspondence or disparity applies 
to a great number of people, for instance:
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 - The Duke, like many Englishmen of his time, seems to have regarded the whole of 
                 Scotland with almost pathological aversion. (BNB 834)
 - They never tried to lure Europeans into the kind of patron-client relationship which is 
                 often assumed to be vital to the functioning of the colonial psyche but which many 
                 Englishmen in fact found more annoying than gratifying. (C90 47)
 - Unlike so many contemporaries whose first-hand experience of savage society rarely 
   extended outside the senior common-rooms of Oxford and Cambridge, Maine had at 
                 least lived in India. (CS0 358)
 - The lack of suitable evidence renders Storr’s career, like that of so many contemporaries 
                 in the smaller industries, difficult to assess. (GTF 379)

(c) several times vs. many times 

Based on analysis of 200 concordance lines of each phrase, it is found that several times tends 
to be used to provide background information about particular actions or habit, as can be 
realised through its syntactic positions, functions and phraseology. Of 200 cases, 71 entries 
occur at the end of the matrix clauses, modifying verb phrases, while 26 is followed by time 
expressions, e.g., before, since, and during. Moreover, 18 of 200 occurs in the phraseological 
pattern several times a/in/every + a singular time noun, e.g., several times a day/in one week/
every year (see Figure 2 below.)    

Figure 2 Sample concordance lines for several times

On the other hand, of 200 cases of many times, 42 entries contain intensifying formulaic 
expressions of many, e.g., so many, how many, as many … as, many times before, and many 
times over, pointing to the phrase’s emphatic/intensifying function, as illustrated in Figure 3 
below. 
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Figure 3 Sample concordance lines for many times

Based on the analysis in this section, it can be seen that although the words under study 
vaguely convey the meaning of plurality of entities, they differ to some extent in terms of 
collocational patterns and pragmatic and discourse functions, which can in turn be realized 
phraseologically through their co-occurrence patterns. Many seems to be used to intensify 
propositions and to project authoritative voice in discourse. In contrast, several tends to be 
used in a markedly less evaluative fashion. Apart from its basic reference to an unspecified 
number of entities, it was found to provide the plurality of time as contextual information in 
discourse, as realized by its semantic preference for time nouns and uses in context of 
concordance lines of several times. Although these quantity words may simply reflect how 
one perceives a quantity of entities, their collocational patterns and discourse functions of 
many and several can provide some of the guiding principles for Thai speakers of English when 
making a decision as to appropriate equivalents for the translation of lǎay into English, if 
quantifiers are needed. Specifically, Thai translators or students can consider what nouns are 
quantified by lǎay and to what extent the given statements express evaluative meanings. If 
people nouns are referred to in a discussion on a particular topic, for example, it may sound 
more natural in English to choose many, or if the speaker/writer seems neutral in his/her 
assertion, several may be a better choice than many. Of course, many other factors are involved 
in the practice of translation and English writing, e.g., the purpose of a text, its target recipients 
or the translator’s/writer’s own intention, but the linguistic factors proposed here can be one 
of the criteria to be considered so that a sound well-informed decision can be made in the 
process of writing or translation.      

CONCLUSION

In this study I have adopted a corpus-based approach to a cross-linguistic study of quantity 
words in Thai and English. The combination of parallel and comparable corpora has allowed 
me to approach the wide-ranging semantic property of a common quantity word in Thai, lǎay, 
and differentiation between its two major English equivalents, many and several. At the same 
time, a linguistic approach to handling the complexity of lǎay when translating it into English 
is proposed for consideration of many and several as its lexical equivalents. While the two 
English words studied here are not themselves usually treated as comparable in English, in the 
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context of a cross-linguistic study of Thai and English quantity words, the similarities and 
differences in their usage profiles become crucial. 

At a more general and theoretical level, I have also identified and presented a number of 
similarities and differences between the quantity words from perspectives different from 
previous accounts, i.e., in terms of their collocational, semantic preference and discourse-
pragmatic functional profiles. Moreover, the patterns of usage for which I have argued are 
based directly upon quantitative and qualitative evidence of language use as observed in 
statistical evidence for collocation on the one hand, and randomly-selected concordance 
samples on the other. The findings from the present study have highlighted the significance 
of phraseological and discourse-pragmatic perspectives on quantity words. The study has 
yielded support to the view that the choice of quantity expressions can perform modal or 
rhetorical functions (Dubois, 1987; Powell, 1985), and at the same time suggested that the 
discourse-pragmatic dimension of these quantity words can be realized phraseologically. It 
has also been demonstrated as well that the two words, though can be used to denote plurality 
of entities, have different semantic preferences for nouns they quantify.  These in turn reflect 
a contribution from a corpus-based phraseological perspective on Thai-English cross-linguistics 
research.

It must be noted, however, that the broad semantic property of lǎay has been approached in 
this study through the focus on its two major English equivalents. Future research can approach 
the use of other English equivalents, especially those denoting the smaller quantity, and such 
questions as what could possibly prompt translators, interpreters or speakers of Thai to choose 
particular words to express lǎay in English. Also, a cognitive perspective on the various meaning 
potentials of lǎay, i.e., how speakers/readers interpret the scale of quantity expressed by lǎay 
in particular contexts, and on the perception of lǎay in comparison with its various English 
equivalents would help enhance our understanding of lǎay in the context of Thai-English cross-
linguistic research. 
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